ABSTRACT The lac operon has been a paradigm for genetic regulation with positive feedback, and several modeling studies have described its dynamics at various levels of detail. However, it has not yet been analyzed how stochasticity can enrich the system's behavior, creating effects that are not observed in the deterministic case. To address this problem we use a comparative approach. We develop a reaction network for the dynamics of the lac operon genetic switch and derive corresponding deterministic and stochastic models that incorporate biological details. We then analyze the effects of key biomolecular mechanisms, such as promoter strength and binding affinities, on the behavior of the models. No assumptions or approximations are made when building the models other than those utilized in the reaction network. Thus, we are able to carry out a meaningful comparison between the predictions of the two models to demonstrate genuine effects of stochasticity. Such a comparison reveals that in the presence of stochasticity, certain biomolecular mechanisms can profoundly influence the region where the system exhibits , bistability, a key characteristic of the lac operon dynamics. For these cases, the temporal asymptotic behavior of the deterministic model remains unchanged, indicating a role of stochasticity in modulating the behavior of the system.
INTRODUCTION
The lac operon genetic switch is a paradigm for genetic regulation with positive feedback, and has been studied experimentally and theoretically for nearly half a century. Indeed, the operon concept, which pertains to a sequence of genes that function under the control of the same operator (I), was first introduced in 1960. The lac operon consists of three genes downstream of the lac promoter that encode for the proteins necessary for lactose metabolism. Specifically, lac2 encodes for P-galactosidase, which transforms lactose to the inducer allolactose; lacy encodes for Lacy perrnease, which transports lactose into the cell; and lacA encodes for galactoside transacetylase (LacA), which transfers an acetyl group from acetyl-CoA to P-galactosides (2). Furthermore, upstream of the promoter, there exists the constitutively expressed lac1 gene, which encodes for the LacI repressor protein.
The free LacI repressor is a tethered tetramer (dimer of dimers) (3) that has a high affinity for the lac0 (01) operator contained in the lac promoter. Therefore, in the absence of lactose, each LacI dimer binds to an operator and thus inhibits transcription of the lacZ, lacy, and lacA genes, LacI can also bind to pseudooperators that exist upstream (03) and downstream (02) of the promoter and create DNA loop structures (4-6). It has been suggested that binding of the LacI repressor to the pseudooperators results in a localization of LacI close to the main operator, thereby increasing its binding efficiency to the operator (7). Thus, more efficient suppression of the lac genes is attained. However, if lactose is present in the extracellular medium, it gets transported into the cell, where one fraction is hydrolyzed to galactose and glucose and the other fraction is transformed to the inducer allolactose by (?-galactosidase, The allolactose binds to the LacI repressor and forms a complex with reduced binding affinity to the operator. This process results in freeing the operator site(s). Induction of the LacI can also be achieved with a gratuitous inducer such as isopropyl-P-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG), which does not require transformation by P-galactosidase. Instead, it can readily bind to the repressor with a stoichiometry of two IPTG molecules per LacI dimer (6).
Yet, for transcription of the lac operon genes to be initiated, the activator CAMP-CRP complex needs to bind to a sequence near the lac promoter, thereby enhancing the binding affinity of the RNA polymerase (8). High activator concentrations are brought about by low glucose concentrations. Hence, the lac operon genes are expressed only if the glucose concentration is low and simultaneously the lactose concentration is high. Therefore, glucose inhibits lactose metabolism in a dual manner: by reducing CAMP, and thus CAMP-CRP activator concentrations (catabolite repression); and by reducing inducer-allolactose concentrations, since it suppresses the lac operon genes (inducer exclusion).
Furthermore, since Lacy facilitates lactose irnport,'resulting in repressor inactivation, it follows that initial expression of the lac operon genes promotes further expression in an autocatalytic manner due to a positive feedback loop generated by the action of the perrnease, This positive genetic architecture is the cause of the experimentally observed all-or-none bistable response of the lac operon (9).
To reveal the role of the lac operon components, several experimental studies have introduced mutations to the promoter region or the coding sequences. Such mutations
Populations of genetically identical cells often maintain a diversity of phenotypes, characterized by different patterns of gene expression. This is usually triggered by stochastic fluctuations, which are amplified by the underlying gene regulatory networks (1-4). The benefits of such non-genotype-derived heterogeneity lie in the enhanced adaptability to environmental changes of the population as a whole (5) (6) (7) (8) .
To analyze phenotypic heterogeneity it is necessary to monitor gene expression in individual cells (9). Real-time kinetics of gene expression have been extensively measured in individual cells to characterize noise in gene expression (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) , multistability (1,5,15,16), oscillations (16-19) , and timing of gene activities (20) , but the determinants for genetic switching kinetics are not well characterized so far.
Competence development in Bacillus subtilis is one example in which a genetic switch determines cell fate. At low cell density, a homogeneous cell population undergoes exponential growth, but at high cell density (stationary growth phase), the cell population becomes heterogeneous in its phenotype, with a well-defined firaction of 15% expressing genes that code for a strong DNA import machine and recombination proteins (21). These cells are called competent for DNA transformation and they express the master regulator comK at high level (22) (23) (24) . In this study, the state in which comK expression levels are high is denoted the K-state. The entry into the K-state is switchlike (25, 26) . The positive feedback loop in the genetic control circuit is important for the establishment of the competent Submitted May 9, 2008, and accepted for publication October 15,2008. Torrespondence: maielqb@uni-muenstei*. (27, 28) , In noncompetent cells, the positive autoregulatory loop is not activated and comK expression is low (B-state). During exponential growth, ComK is kept at a basal level through degradation by the MecA/ClpC/ClpP protease complex, and by transcriptional repressors including Rok, AbrB, and Cody (Fig. 1 ). Due to a quorum-sensing mechanism, the concentration of ComS (an inhibitor of MecA/ClpC/ClpP) rises with increasing cell density. Work by Maamar et al. (29) revealed that at To (i.e., at the entry into stationary phase, T,=x h after transition point) the average number of mRNA coding for ComK per cell is of order 1. In this regime, small number fluctuations are, relative to the mean, of paramount importance. This is especially noteworthy since the reaction kinetics of 'ComK is highly nonlinear. Experiments and simulation have shown that the fraction of cells that switch into the K-state is determined by the magnitude of intrinsic fluctuations in comK expression (16, 29) . The second important determinant of the fraction of cells in the K-state is the length of a switching window in which basal comK expression rate is enhanced, which facilitates switching (30). Under conditions in which nutrient concentrations are constantly low, cycles of competence initiation and decay have been observed in real-time experiments in individual cells and a mathematical model described the system as an excitable regulatory circuit (15, 16) . Escape from the K-state has been attributed to negative feedback between ComK and the inhibitor of ComK proteolysis, ComS. Theoretical models of the competence decision system can be divided into two different categories, by the description of the system as excitable (1 5,16,3 1) as opposed to bistable (5, (27) (28) (29) 32) . doi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2008.10.034 
Introduction
The process of mRNA localization and regulated translation has classically been considered to be a mechanism used by a handful of transcripts to spatially and temporally restrict gene expression to discrete sites within highly polarized, asymmetric cells. To date, the best-studied examples of mRNA localization all involve transcripts whose protein products play specialized roles within well-defined subcellular compartments (Figure 1 ). These include the mRNA encoding the trans_criptional repressor ASH1 in b u d G a s t , which inhibits mating type switching. ASH7 -mRNA is transported to the bud tip of a dividing cell such that it is delivered only to the nucleus of the daughter cell, thereby ensuring that the mother and daughter cells have distinct mating types (Paquin and Chartrand, 2008) . In the fruit fly Dro_sophila, the localization of mRNAs, such as bicoid, o s~~s _ , h a & -----. -. -----L a rior and posterior poles of the oocyte helps to establish rnorphogen gradients that underlie the proper spatial patterning of the developing embryo (Johnstone and Lasko, 2001) . Similar processes occur in oocytes of the frog Xenopus, where the mRNA encoding the T-box transcription factor VegT localizes to the vegetal pole and induces endodermal and mesodermal cell fates in the embryo (King et al., 2005) . In fibroblasts, p-actin mRNA localizes to the lamellipodia, where its translation is required for cytoskeletal-mediated motility (Condeelis and Singer, 2005) . In oligodendrocytes, the mRNA encoding myelin basic protein (MBP) is transported into the distal processes where myelinatlon occurs (Smith, 2004) . During brain development, local translation of mRNAs in axonal growth cones allows neurons to respond to local environmental cues as the distal axonal processes navigate toward their synaptlc partners (Lin and Holt, 2007) . In the mature brain, the regulated translation of synaptically localized mRNAs allows each of the thousands of synapses made by a given neuron to autonomously alter its structure and function during synaptic plasticity, thereby greatly enhancing the computational capacity of the brain (Martin and Zukin, 2006) .
Although these examples are of RNAs encoding proteins with specialized local functions, more recent studies indicate that the localization of mRNAs to particular subcellular compartments may be much more prevalent than previously thought; In a recent study invoIving=,.hlghdhL&Jgh~ut, high-resolution in situ hybridizations of over-XJQQ-t ran 
. Similarly, in mammalian neurons, it was once thought that only a handful of mRNAs localized at synapses. However, more recent studies indicate that hundreds of mRNAs are present in neuronal processes, where they encode diverse functionalities (Eberwine et al., 2002; Martin and Zukin, 2006) . Further, the analysis of RNA localization in migrating fibroblasts (Mili et al., 2008) , Xenopus oocytes (Blower et al., 2007) , and Drosophila embryos (Lecuyer et al., 2007) may reveal ' subcellular compartments that had previously been unappreciated, and thus these findings may lead to a more detailed and nuanced understanding of cellular architecture. , What are the advantages of regulating gene expression by " -T Z most obvious is that it allows gene expression to be s p a t i a l l v -A second advantage is that this spatially restricted gene expression can be achieved with high temporal resolution given that local stimuli can regulate translation on-site instead of requiring a signal to be delivered to the nucleus to initiate transcription, followed by mRNA export, cytoplasmic translation, and subsequent targeting of the protein to the site of stimulation. A third advantage is one of economy-localized mRNAs can be translated multiple times to generate many copies of a protein, whlch is much more efficient than translating mRNAs elsewhere in the cell, then transporting each protein individually to a distinct slte. A fourth advantage, exemplified by the localization of MBP mRNA in oligodendrocytes, Is that the local translation of proteins can protect the rest of the cell from proteins that might be toxic or deleterious in other cellular compartments.
The targeting of mRNAs to specific subcellular sites involves multiple steps. The cellular "address" of transcripts is encoded by cis-acting elements in the RNA. As detailed below, these cis-acting elements, called "localization elements" or "zipcodes," are most frequently found in the 3' untranslated region (UTR), although in some cases they are present in the S'UTR or in the coding sequence. Localization elements are recognized by specific RNA-binding proteins that often function both in Cell 136,719-730, February 20,2009 The nuclear pore complex (NPC) regulates the bidirectional movement of cell components across the nuclear envelope. In this issue, D 'Angelo et al. (2009) demonstrate that the NPC, loses essential protein subunits as cells age, resulting in increased nuclear permeability and potentially contributing to organismal aging.
The compartmentalization of genetic infor-molecules of up to 40 kilodaltons (kDa) the nuclear pores within the membrane, mation within a membrane-bound organ- (Figure 1 ). The movement of larger mol-Peripheral nucleoporins assemble on elle-the nucleus-is a defining feature of ecules across the nuclear pore requires these scaffolds to establish the permeabilhigher organisms. This strategy for cellu-signal-mediated interactions between the ity barrier in the pore. Whereas peripheral lar organization uncouples the processes molecular cargoes and transport proteins nucleoporins are dynamically exchanged of transcription and translation, enabling (karyopherins). Proteomic analysis has between NPCs throughout the cell cycle, eukaryotes to deploy mechanisms of revealed that NPCs are composed of at the scaffold proteins are thought to reorposttranscriptional gene regulation that least 30-50 different nucleoporins that ganize only during M phase and indeed are absent in prokaryotes. Trafficking of assemble in an ordered fashion to form may not fully disassemble even during large molecules between the nucleus and a structure with 8-fold symmetry. Some mitosis. NPCs are also known to contain a cytoplasm is governed by the nuclear pore of these nucleoporins act as "scaffolds." subset of unusually stable proteins, as evicomplexes (NPCs), which span the double A subset of these scaffold nucleoporins denced by their extremely slow turnover in lipid bilayer of the nuclear envelope. NPCs are transmembrane proteins that anchor mammalian cells (Daigle et al., 2001 ; Rabut and their protein components (nucleoporins) have been implicated in cellular processes that appear unrelated to their primary function in transport. In particular, nucleoporins have been found to contribute to the regulation of gene expression, cell-cycle progression, maintenance of nuclear envelope integrity, and chromosome segregation (reviewed by D' Angelo and Hetzer, 2006) . In light of these diverse roles, it is perhaps not surprising that nuclear pore dysfunction or mutations in nucleoporins have been associated with a number of human diseases, including certain forms of cancer and an inherited form of atrial fibrillation, a cardiac disorder that can lead to early death (Zhang et al., 2008) . In this issue, provocative new work by D'Angelo et al. (2009) further expands our understanding of the NPC by uncovering a link between NPC function and the process of aging.
~uciear pores, first reported in 1950 (Callan and Tomlin, 1950) , are a ubiquitous feature of eukaryotic nuclear envelopes, These massive complexes are present in several thousand copies in vertebrate cells and allow the passive diffusion of small Nuclear pore complexes (NPCs) medlate the movement of molecules across the nuclear envelope and establish a permeability barrier. This barrier bloclcs the passive diffusion of molecules >40 kilodaltons (kDa) in size. To enter or exit the nucleus, these cargo molecules require association with transport protelns to pass through the nuclear pore (left). Protein subunits (nucleoporins) that constitute the scaffold of the NPC do not turn over and remaln stably assembled for long periods of time in postmltotlc cells. As some cells age (right), their nuclei become "leaky" and exhibit a loss of the permeability barrier. This is likely due to the selective depletion of certain nucleoporins such as Nup93 from the NPC, perhaps as a result of oxidative damage to proteins in aging cells. Recent advances have led to insights into the struc-analysis and conventional transmission electron microscopy ture of the bacterial ribosome, but little is known about VEM) (Warner et al., 1962) . Various polysome arrangements the 3D oraanizatjon of ribosomes in the context of have been described from TEM micrographs of mammalian translatini polysomes, We employed cryoelectron and bacterial cells (Rich, 1963; Slayter et al., 1968 ; Staehelin tomography and a template-matching approach to et a1.1 1963)-More recently, wheat germ poi~somes formed map 705 ribosomes in vitrified bacterial translation in vitro have been reported to adopt ordered structure (Kopeina et at., 2008; Madin et al., 2004) . However, the preparation extracts and in l~sates of active ' 0 ' ' sP''e''o~'asts. methods of shadowing or negative staining used previIn these preparations! polysomal arrangements were ously may be prone to artifacts. In contrast, cryoelectron microsobserved in which neighboring ribosomes are densely copy (cryo-EM) single-particle analysis avoids the staining and packed and exhibit preferred orientations. Analysis of dehydration problems but requires essentially repetitive struccharacteristic examples of polysomes reveals a staggered or pseudohelical organization of ribosomes along the mRNA trace, with the transcript being sequestered on the inside, the tRNA entrance sites being accessible, and the polypeptide exit sites facing the cytosol. Modeling of elongating nascent polypeptide chains suggests that this arrangement maximizes the distance between nascent chains on adjacent ribosomes, thereby reducing the probability of intermolecular interactions that would give rise to aggregation and limit productive folding.
INTRODUCTION
Ribosomes are the essential machines of protein synthesis In ail cells. Much has been learned in recent years about the structure and function of the bacterial ribosome from crystallography (Ban et al., 2000; Schuwirth et al., 2005; Wimberly et al., 2000) and single-particle analysis by cryoelectron microscopy (Agrawal et al., 2000; Gabashvili et al., 2000; Valle et al,, 2003a) . Significant progress has been made in understanding the pathway of the synthesized peptide through the exit tunnel of the 50s rlbosomal subunit and Its Interactions with ribosomal components and molecular chaperones (Bashan and Yonath, 2005; Baram et al., 2005; Hsu et al., 2007) . In contrast, little is known about the spatial arrangement of individual ribosomes in the context of polysomes during active protein synthesis.
tures, a prerequisite not met by supramolecular assemblies such as polysomes. Moreover, two-dimensional TEM projections do not per se provide insight Into the three-dimensional (3D) organization of molecular assemblies. Cryoelectron tomography (CET) overcomes these limitations and allows us to obtain a 3D model of native polysomes into which the high-resolution map of the ribosome can be docked. CET is a powerful method to reconstruct the 3D electron densities of individual macromolecular objects in a close-to-native environment without the need to stain or fix the specimen (Lucic et al., 2005) . A comprehensive interpretation of tomograms is achieved by pattern recognition based on crosscorrelation between a known high-resotution structure and target structures in the tomogram, as demonstrated with macromolecular complexes enclosed in phantom cells (Bohm et al., 2000; Frangakis et al., 2002) . At present, however, the application of this method to intact cells is limited due to the low signal-to-noise ratio of cellular tomograms, particularly when working with prokaryotic cells exceeding 0.5 pm in thickness. Although, in thin, intact cells, CET allows the determination of coordinates and orientations of large complexes, such as 70s ribosomes, at an intermediate resolution of 4-5 nm (Ortiz et al., 2006) , an unambiguous identification of Individual polysome structures Is hard to achieve due to the crowding of these systems. Since the analysis of polysome organization requires the reliable localization and correct identification of individual ribosomes bound to the same mRNA, we decided to work with actively translating cell lysates or E. coli spheroplast lysates in order to achieve The ability to evolve is a fundamental feature of bio-ples underlying biological systems and ultimately improve our logical systems, but the mechanisms ~lnderlyiny this ability to manipulate these systems for research and therapeutic c a~a c i t y and the evolutionarv dvnamics of conserved goals. coie processes remain elusive. We show that yeast cells deleted of MYOI, encoding the only myosin II normally required for cytokinesis, rapidly evolved divergent pathways to restore growth and cytokinesis. The evolved cytokinesis phenotypes correlated with specific changes in the transcriptorne, Polyploidy and aneuploidy were common genetic alterations in the best evolved strains, and aneuploidy could account for gene expression changes due directly to altered chromosome stoichiometry as well as to downstream effects. The phenotypic effect of aneuploidy could be recapitulated with increased copy numbers of specific regulatory genes in my07 A cells. These results demonstrate the evolvability of even a well-conserved process and suggest that changes in chromosome stoichiometry provide a source of heritable variation driving the emergence of adaptive phenotypes when the cell division machinery is strongly perturbed.
INTRODUCTION '
Evolution is the creative force that shapes life on earth (Darwin, 1859). As such, evolvability, the ability to generate heritable variation to adjust to internal and external changes, should be a fundamental property of all living systems. It has been hypothesized that evolvability may be linked to the robustness and flexibility , that characterize complex biological systems (Kirschner and Gerhart, 1998; Wagner and Altenberg, 1996) , Whereas recent studies have shed light on the generation of robustness from complexity and redundancy in molecular pathways (Kitano, 2004; Wagner, 2005) , it remains poorly understood how evolvability is related to these properties and, in turn, affects the dynamics of biological systems under varying physiological or Another important question in the understanding of cellular evolvability is the source of the heritable variation that could drive rapid phenotypic changes. At the molecular level, genetic changes can be generated through at least four different mechanisms: (1) point mutations in the nucleotide sequence of coding or noncoding regions; (2) amplification or deletion of chromosomal segments; (3) chrornosornal translocation, inversion, and nonhomologous end joining; and (4) whole-chromosome aneuploidy. It is presently unclear how the different types of genetic changes may be particularly advantageous in evolutionary processes with different timescales, population sizes, and the degrees of the phenotypic leap under specific selective conditions. Another genomic change implicated in evolution is polyploidization, which is thought to facilitate evolution through increased gene dosage, the capacity to mask deleterious mutations, and elevated genomic instability (Otto, 2007) .
In this study we have used cytokinesis in the budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae as a model system to gain insights into cellular evolvability. Successful cytokinesis is accomplished through a fully integrated process of cell-cycle regulation, spatial patterning, cytoskeletal rearrangements, force production, and membrane trafficking (Balasubramanian et al., 2004; Eggert et al., 2006) . In yeast and animal cells, cytokinesis relies on membrane constriction along. an equatorial furrow, driven by a ring structure consisting of actin filaments, the nonmuscie myosin Ill and a number of other cytoskeleton-associated proteins. In budding yeast, Myol, the only myosin Ill is required for ingression of the bud neck membrane and guides the production of a single primary septum by the transmembrane chitin synthase, Chs2 (Schmidt et al., 2002; Tolliday et al., 2003) . Despite a high level of conservation, accumulating observations in yeast and other cell types suggest that the cytokinetic machinery may be highly adaptable (Kanada et al., 2005; Nagasaki et al., 2002; Schmidt et al., 2002; Tolliday et al., 2003) . Here we took a systematic approach to investigate the evolvability of my01 A yeast
The EMBO Journal (2009) 28, 171-172. doi:10.1038/emboj.2008.287 Three different laboratories have now identified a new morphogenetic factor widely conserved in bacteria. The protein, RodZ, is required for assembly of the actin cytoslceleton MreB that controls cell wall synthesis and cell shape.
It is not yet understood how bacteria determine their shape. Almost all bacteria are surrounded by a giant cell wall polymer called peptidoglycan that gives shape to the cells and is an important target of antibiotics. Thus, one main aim is to understand the highly complex enzymatic machinery that synthesizes peptidoglycan and how its activity is coordinated with cell growth and division. The rod-shaped bacteria Escherichia coli and Bacillus subtilis and the curved Caulobacter crescentus have been used extensively as models in the study of cell morphogenesis. A paradigm has emerged in which the essential actin homologue MreB, discovered by Masaaki Wachi many years ago (Wachi et all 1987) , is a key player. In the beginning of the decade, it was shown that MreB of B. subtilis forms helical structures beneath the cell surface and that these structures are required to maintain cell shape (Jones et al, 2001) . Later studies confirmed that MreBs of E. coli and C. crescentus (Kruse et all 2003; Figge et all 2004) played a similar role. MreB interacts with MreC and MreD and these latter proteins are also essential to cell shape maintenance (Kruse et al, 2005) . MreB and MreC are inner membrane proteins much less abundant than MreB (Wachi et al, 2OOG). Bacterial two-hybrid analyses and pull-down experiments showed that MreC interacts with the penicillin-binding proteins that synthesize the cell wall and therefore are cell shape determinants (Divaltaruni et all 2005 (Divaltaruni et all , 2007 van den Ent et al, 2006) , These results raised the possibility that the MreB filaments interact with MreCD complexes located in the inner cell membrane and thereby control the activity of the external cell wall-synthesizing protein complexes in space and time. This conjecture was supported by the observation that MreC forms helical structures that alternate with the MreB helices (Dye et ul, 2005 ). This simple model is shown schematically in Figure 1, A new common player in bacterial cell morphogenesis has now been discovered independently by three different laboratories, published in separate issues of the EMBO Journal (Shiomi et al, 2008; Bendezu et al, 2009) , and Proc Natl Acad Sci USA (Alyahya et al, 2009 ). Hironori Nilti's group screened the I<eio strain collection of gene deletions and thereby identified a novel gene, rod2 (yfgA) that is required to maintain proper cell shape. Cells lacking the rodZ gene were round or otherwise misshapen and exhibited a highly reduced growth rate. The diameters of the majority of the rodZ-null cells were similar to that of the width of wild-type E. coli cells and the Nilti group therefore suggested that RodZ is a primary determinant of cell length. In that model, cell width is maintained by the MreBCD and PBP2/RodA complexes. Overproduction of RodZ resulted in an increased cell length with little or no change of cell width, consistent with the model. Piet de Boer's group identified rod2 by screening for the requirement for extra FtsZ, as it was known that increased FtsZ levels rescue the lack of other cell shape determinants (i.e. MreB and PBP2) (Bendezu and de Boer, 2008) . They also found that rodZ-null cells exhibited a cold-sensitive phenotype. At low temperatures, the cells were non-dividing large and misshapen spheres.
RodZ is a remarltable multidomain protein that, similar to MreB, forms helical structures associated with the cell membrane (Figure 1 ). RodZ has one single trans-membrane domain that divides the protein into a cytosolic and a periplasmic part, Interestingly, RodZ has a helix-turn-helix DNA-binding motif (h Cro type) in its N-terminal cytosolic domain. A deletion analysis showed that the HTH motif was required for the formation of RodZ helices and for full complementation of the defective shape of rodZnull cells. The function of the HTH domain is unknown but bacterial two-hybrid data indicated that it may mediate important interactions between RodZ and MreB. However, it is also possible that the HTH motif somehow links the nucleoid to the cell wall. The detailed deletion analysis by the de Boer group showed that the basic juxta-membrane (JM) domain of RodZ (marked as + + + in 
Introduction
Bacterial MreB actin has been implicated in cell shape maintenance, chromosome segregation and cell polarization events in a variety of rod-shaped species, including the well-studied model organisms Bacillus subtilis, Caulobacter crescentus and Esclzericlzia coli. The shape of most bacterial cells is dictated by the shape of the murein (peptidoglycan) sacculus, in essence a giant and dynamic cell-shaped molecule that surrounds the entire cytoplasmic membrane, How, despite often considerable turgor pressure, non-coccal organisms manage to mould and maintain this molecule in a particular shape is an unsolved and intensely studied issue Gitai et al, 2005) . Clear evidence for an important role of MreB in cell shape maintenance came from the isolation of spherical E. coli mreB mutants more than 20 years ago (Wachi et all 1987) , well before the protein was recognized as an actin. About that time the four additional proteins that are currently known to be critical in determining cell shape, MreC, MreD, penicillin-binding protein 2 (PBP2) and RodA were identified as well (Tamaki et al, 1980; Wachi et al, 1989) . The genes for MreC and MreD reside with mreB in the mreBCD operon, whereas those for PBP2 (MrdA) and RodA (MrdB) reside in the unlinked mrd operon. Although MreB is cytoplasmic, MreC and PBP2 are bitopic and MreD and RodA are polytopic cytoplasmic membrane species. PBP2 is the only murein synthase in E. coli that is specifically required for extension of the cylindrical portion of the sacculus during cell elongation (Spratt, 1975; de Pedro et all 2001; Vollmer and Bertsche, 2008) , RodA is likely needed for proper PBP2 function (Ishino et al, 1986; de Pedro et all 2001) .
MreC forms a dimer and is thought to interact with MreB, MreD and several of the high molecular weight murein synthases ( The MreB cytoslteleton has also been implicated in chromosome segregation in several organisms (Icruse et al, 2003 (Icruse et al, , 2006 Soufo and Graumann, 2003; Gitai et al, 2005; Srivastava et al, 2007) . However, such a role is not evident in all bacteria (Hu et all 2007) , and additional studies have cast doubt on a critical role of MreB in chromosome segregation in B. subtilis and E. coli (Formstone and Errington, 2005; I<arczmarelz et all 2007) .
To help elucidate the assembly and/or functions of the MreB cytoskeleton in bacteria, we sought to identify additional proteins required for maintaining the normal rod shape Surviving the Bottleneck: Transmission Mutants and the Evolution of M.. . http://www.genetics,orggezp-prod1 ,hul.harvard,edu/cgi/contentlabstrac., , 1 $-I 6 99 A Publication of The Genetics Society of America The ability of microbial populations to increase fitness through fixation of mutants with an increased growth rate has been well described. In experimental studies, this is often the only way fitness can be increased. in natural settings, however, fitness can also be improved by increasing the ability of the microbe to transmit from one host to the next. For many pathogens, transmission includes a phase outside the host during which they need to survive before the chance of reinfecting a new host occurs. in such a situation, a reduced death rate during this phase will lead to improved fitness. Here, we compute the fixation probability of mutants that better survive the transmission bottleneck during the evolution of microbial populations. We derive analytical results that show that transmission mutants are often likely to occur and that their importance relative to growth mutants increases as the population decline during the transmission phase increases. We confirm our theoretical results with numerical simulations and suggest specific experiments that can be done to test our predictions. Email this article to a friend zimilar acicles in this journal Two important problems affect the ability of asexual populations to accumulate beneficial mutations and hence to adapt. First, clonal interference causes some beneficial mutations to be outcompeted by more-fit mutations that occur in the same genetic background. Second, multiple mutations occur in some individuals, so even mutations of large effect can be outcompeted unless they occur in a good genetic background that contains other beneficial mutations. In this article, we use a Monte Carlo simulation to study how these two factors influence the adaptation of asexual populations, We find that the results depend qualitatively on the shape of the distribution of the fitness effects of possible beneficial mutations. When this distribution falls off slower than exponentially, clonal interference alone reasonably describes which mutations dominate the adaptation, although it gives a misleading picture of the evolutionary dynamics. When the distribution falls off faster than exponentially, an analysis based on multiple mutations is more appropriate. Using our simulations, we are able to explore the limits of validity of both of these approaches, and we explore the complex dynamics in the regimes where neither one is fully applicable. 
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The temperature of a living cell is changeable during every cellular event, such as cell division, gene expression, enzyme reaction, and metabolism. In 1932, for instance, significant thermogenesis was found in ATP hydrolysis,' underlying the present bioenergetics. In mitochondria, surplus energy in ATP production is released in the form of heat, and a consequent rise in temperature coordinates other cellular evenb2 From a clinical viewpoint, pathological cells are warmer than normal cells because of their enhanced metabolic activitya3 Thus, measuring cellular temperature can contribute to the explanation of intricate biological processes and the development of novel diagnoses. Here we demonstrate for the first time intracellular thermometry with a newly developed fluorescent nanogel thermometer 1, which is superior to other candidate thermometer^^-^ in terms of biocompatibility (i.e., sensitivity: and solubility7) and negligible interactions with cellular component^.^ Intracellular temperature variations associated with biological processes can be monitored with a temperature resolution of better than 0.5 "C using 1. Figure 1A shows a schematic diagram of the fluorescent nanogel thermometer 1. The fluorescence switching of 1 is based on a strategy we previously establi~hed:~"thethermoresponsive polyNIPAM unitg was combined with a water-sensitive fluorophore (i.e., DBD-AA units1' in this case). In addition, two arrangements were made to 1 in view of its need to function in intracellular environments. The first was gelation at the nanometer scale by an emulsion polymerization technique using a cross-linker (MBAM)?~ The inclusion of fluorescent units in a nanogel can remove undesirable fluorescence enhancementlquenching due to chemical interactions between cellular components and the fluorophores. The second was the unique enrichment of ionic sulfate groups by using an extraordinary quantity of initiator ammonium persulfate in the preparation of 1 (i.e., the ammonium persulfate/NIPAM molar ratio was 0.28, while that in common procedures is 0.01-0.046).~~*'~ It is striking that conventional n a n o g e l~~~ could not be applied in intracellular thermometry because of precipitation in the culture medium. In the present study, the highly hydrophilic surface created by the sulfate groups protected 1 from precipitation at high ionic strength and from localization on the cytoplasmic membrane.
The performance of 112*13 in electrolytes was assessed using a spectrofluorometer. Figure 1B indicates the fluorescence response of 1 to the change in medium temperature at different ionic strengths, Potassium chloride was used as the ion source to mimic intracellular conditions, as K+ is the most abundant ion in the cytoplasm (-139 rnh4).14 As shown in Figure lB , fluorescence enhancement of 1 with increasing temperature was observed in all measurements. As the KC1 concentration increased from 0 to 100 mM, the response curve became sharper, producing a larger fluorescence enhancement upon heating. In contrast, an almost identical response to the temperature variation was obtained when the KC1 concentration was in the range 100-200 mM. This feature is desirable because the total ion concentration in the cytoplasm is equivalent to 150 m~. . '~ The fluorescence response of 1 was independent of environmental pH, as indicated in Figure 1C . This is also advantageous because local pH in living cells is affected by neighboring structures and can easily vary by as much as one unit.15
Furthermore, the performance of 1 was not even affected by a surrounding protein (e.g., bovine serum albumin; see Figure S4 in the Supporting Information). All of these results imply that 1 has a high capacity for accurate intracellular thermometry.
In this study on intracellular thermometry, COS7 cells were adopted as the subject of 1. Highly hydrophilic 1 could easily be introduced into the cytoplasm by a microinjection technique without precipitation. Figure 2A shows representative phase-contrast and fluorescence images of living COS7 cells containing 1. During the experiment, photobleaching and leaking of 1 were not problematic.16 As shown in Figure  2A , 1 emitted fluorescence as dots at higher temperatures. These images show that 1 was dispersed within the cytoplasm but did not move to the nucleus. Figure 2B (left axis) indicates the calibration curve for intracellular thermometry with 1 (the relationship between total fluorescence intensity of 1 within a single COS7 cell and temperature). The total fluorescence intensity was obtained from fluorescence images by summing the fluorescence intensities of dl the pixels within a single THE JOURNAL OF CHEMICAL PHYSICS 130,064103 (2009) This paper addresses the problenl of siinplifyi~zg chemical reaction networks by adroitly reducing the nunlber of reaction channels and chemical species. The analysis adopts a discrete-stochastic point of view and focuses on the nod el 1-eaction set S1 =:Sz-+S3, whose sin~plicity allows all the n~athelnatics to be done exactly. The advantages and disadvantages of replacing this reaction set wit11 a single S3-prod~lci~~g reaction are analyzed quantitatively iising novel criteria for measuring siinulation accLiracy and siinulation efficiency. Tt is shown that in all cases in which such a model reduction can be accoinplished accurately and with a significant gain in simulation efficiency, a procedure called the slow-scale stochastic simulation algorithlsl provides a robust and theoretically transparent way of iinplen~entirlg the reduction. 
I. INTRODUCTION
really describe what is going on physically, and therefore Biocheiz~ical systenls typically contain networks of Inany chelzlical reaction chal~izels involving nlally lnoleciilar species. This circumstance encourages attenlpts to construct simpler but equivalent "reduced" reaction networlts. A well known example of such a reduction is the Michaelis-Menten abridgnlent of the enzyme-substrate reaction^,'^^ which has been the subject of inany refineislents over the years"4 ant1 which contiiiues to play an iinportant role in biochemistry today. ' Typically, an abridgnlent rel~laces the given reaction network with a network that involves fewer reaction channels ancl fewer chemical species. Perhaps the simplest reaction set that presents the opportunity for doing that, one that has several features in coinmo~~ with the enzyme-substrate reactions but is inathe~natically more tractable, is where we assume that cl and c3 are both iwnzero. It is tempting to cut to the chase and replace this set of three threespecies reactions with one two-species reaction, such as where the reaction constallt c is given soine "suitable" value. Our focus in this paper will be to cleterniii~e the conditions uncler which it is advisable to n~alte such a 1.eplacement and to sllow how the rel3lacement should be implemented. Of course, if a modeler. deliberately chooses to inodel the production of S3 molecules from S1 moleci~les by i*eaction (2) instead of by reactions (l), then this issue is moot. But we are assiuning here that the modeler believes that reactions (I) a) Author to whom correspo~ldellce should be addressed# Electronic mail: gillespied1 @a1i1i1aps.org, wants any abridgement of Eq. (I), such as reaction (2), to inirnic the salient effects of reactions (I) witlz reasonable accuracy. A inodeler might choose to use reaction (2) instead of reactions (I) because the values of' the rate constants cl, c2, and c3 in Eq. (1) are not all known. But cl~oosing an appropriate value for c in Eq. (2) inevitably n~alces assulszptions about those three rate constants; thus, it might be better to use Eq. (I) with those assun~ptions inade explicitly and openly, since that wo~llcl not only preserve the topology of reactions (I) but also make it easy to incorporate later new inforinatiols about the unknown rate constants. The most obvious advantage in replacing reactions (I) witlz a si~zgIe S3-producing reaction lilte Eq. (2) is the recluction in the numbers of reactions and species that we have to, conte~ld with, Another advantage might be speeding up the nuinerical sim~ilation of reactions (1). By sin~~ilation we nsean here stocha,stic simulation, since stocl~asticity often plays a role in cellular systems. But there are two potential drawbacks to such a reduction: First, as will be elaborated on below, this is always an approxin~ation, since it is si1z7pIy not possible for ally single reaction to exactly ~ninlic reactions (L) in all respects. Second, if we want to have tlze option of embedding reactions (1) in a lmger network of reactions, some of which may irsvolve species that get removed in the model reduction, as S2 has in Eq. (2), then it may be ~IIIPOS-sible to sinlulate those other reactions when using the reduced nod el.
In this paper, we will address these matters in detail for reaction set (1). We will begin by presenting some novel perspectives on sinzulation elficiency and sinzulation nccurclc~~, We will show that these new perspectives inlply that a one-reaction abriclg~nent of Eq. (I) will be advisable in some circcunsstances, but not in others, We will then show that, in all cases where a inoclel 1*eduction can be cloile accurately ancl with a significant gain in stochastic sinlulation efficiency, cleavage at AAA lysine codons followed by a G or A. YafQ(H87Q) mutants lost toxicity and cleavage actlvity but retained ribosome association. Finally, LexA bound to the dinJ-yafQ palindrome and triggered module transcription after DNA damage. YafQ function is distinct from other TA toxins: it assaciates with the ribosome through the 50s subunit and mediates sequence-specific and frame-dependent mRNA cleavage at "AAA -G/A3' sequences leading to rapid decay possibly facilitated by the mRNA degradosome.
Introduction
Toxin-antitoxin (TA) systems/modules (also referred to as addiction or suicide modules) were first identified on plasmids due to their ability to induce post-segregational killing, because the cell becomes dependent on the presence of the TA-harbouring plasmid for survival (Gerdes et al., 1986) . However, these TA systems are also present on the chromosomes of free-living bacteria. Chromosomal TA modules typically comprise an autoregulated operon minimally encoding both a labile antitoxin and a more stable toxic protein (Gerdes eta/,, 2005) . All characterized chromosomal TA toxins facilitate inhibition of cell growth by targeting essential cell processes such as replication and translation. This inhibition appears to be an adaptation that facilitates stress survival. TA toxin-mediated growth arrest is reversible up to a 'point of no return', beyond which cell death occurs (Pedersen et al., 2002) . The function of the antitoxin, in contrast, is to prevent toxin activity during normal growth and enable finely tuned control of TA module toxicity during relatively short periods of environmental stress (Gerdes et a/., 2005).
There are five confirmed chromosomal TA loci in Escherichia coli K-12 cells: reIBE, yefM-yoeB, mazEF, chpBI-BK and hipBA (Gerdes et al., 2005) . The toxins MazF and ChpBK are sequence-specific endoribonucleases that target free mRNA (independent of the ribosome) for degradation, thus indirectly perturbing translation (Christensen et al,, 2003; Zhang et al., 2003; 2005a,b; Munoz-Gomez et a/., 2004) . The RelE toxin also perturbs translation, but does so through interaction with the ribosome by preferentially targeting stop codons in a sequence-specific manner, with a preference for UAG (Christensen and Gerdes, 2003; Christensen et al., 2001 ; Pedersen et al., 2003) . Although the hipBA TA system is poorly understood and its mechanism of toxicity is unknown, it appears to be a kinase whose action contributes to the formation of bacterial persisters upon antibiotic treatment (Keren ct al,, 2004; Correia et al., 2006; Korch and Hill, 2006 Adhesion to epithelial cells' and flagella-mediated inotility are critical virulence traits for many Gram-negative pathogens, including enterotoxigenic Eschericlzin coli (ETEC)2, a major cause of diarrlzoea in travellers and children in developing countries3~*, Many flagellated patlzogens export putative adhesins belonging to the two-partner secretion (TPS) family5. However, the actual function of these adhesins remains largely undefined. Here we demonstrate that EtpA, a TPS exoproteiiz adhesin of enterotoxigenic E. coli" mimics and interacts with lzigldy conserved regions of flagellin, the major subunit of flagella, Hnd that these iizt&actions are critical for adherence and illtestinill colonization. Although conserved regions of flagellin are mostly buried in the flagellar shaft7, our results suggest that they are at least transiently exposed at the tips of flagella where they capture EtpA adhesin n~olecules for presentation to eukaryotic receptors. Similarity of EtpA to inolecules encoded by other motile pathogens suggests a potential cominoiz pattern for bacterial adhesion, whereas participation of liecombinant EtpA labelled ( Supplementary Fig. 2a ) and bound specifically to the surface of intestinal cells, whereas antibodies against EtpA prevented this interaction (Fig. Ib) . Interestingly, labelled EtpA localized to mucin-producing regions of the small intestine (Sup plen~entaiy Fig, 2b ), suggesting that EtpA could p ron~ote E'1'EC iilteraction with intestinal izlucosal surfaces.'
Theoretically, EtpA" inilst maintain contact with ETEC to pron~ote adherence, Attempts to puriify recombinant EtpA from E. colP were confounded by co-isolation of another protein (=50 ltilodaltons) despite attempted separation by colun~1z~c11roinatograp11~ (Suppletnentaiy Fig. 3a) , suggesting a potential protein-protein interaction1", Math-assisted laser desorption1ionizatio11-time of flight (MALDI-TOF) definitively identified the co-purified protein as E. coli I<-12 flagellin (H48, the same serotype as the reconlbinant used is1 the expression) ( Suppleinentary Fig. 3b) . Applicatioil of this purification strategy to ETEC strain H10407 (serotype H11) super~~atants conserven regions of flagellin in adherence has &plic&ions for developnzent of vaccines for Gram-negative pathogens. a ETEC cause diarrhoea by delivery of heat-lal~ile andlor heat-stable e -----enterotoxiils to the sinall intestine, a process that requires critical finlbrial bacterial adhesins know~z as colonizatioi~ factors8". These essential proteinaceous finger-lilte psojections are central to ETEC vaccines currently in develoy~nent'~'. Generally, adhesion to intestillal epitllelium by diarrhoeagenic E, coli is a very complex process that may iilvolve several stnrct~ues incl ilding flagella ". The role of flagella in ETEC pathogeilesis has not been sufficiently explored12. Flagella are co~l~plex cylindrical structures assen~bled Oonl approximately 20,000 flagellin (FliC) nlolecules that travel down the nascent flagellar cylinder to the distal tip where they are directed by cap proteins (FliD)I3 into the growing flagelltun. Flagellin 11ils several major domains: the central domain projects on the surfacc of the flagellar shaft, accounting for antigenic variation used in E, coli 'H' serotyping; conserved amino-and carboxy-regions interact wit11 adjacent subunits, facing tlle inaccessible shaft core7.
Efficienl adherence of ETEC to intestinal cells required both intact flagella and epA; however, flagella-dependent adherence was independent of serotype, as co~l~plemelltation of a .fliC (&I1 1-) mutant with fliC (H48) restored both inotility and adherence (Pig, la), Likewise, antibody generated against (1-148) firll-length flagcllin inhibited adherence of ErEC (H11) (Supplementa~y Fig. la ) in contrast to antibody against serotype-dependent regions of flagellin (Supplenleilta1-y Fig. lb) , Similarly, anti-EtpA antibodies inhibited adherence by BtpA-producing ETEC of nlultiple (HI 1, H12 and HIG) serotypes 
ARTICLES

Life without a wall or division machine in Bacillus subtilis
The cell wall is an essential structure for virtually all bacteria, forming a tough outer shell that protects the cell from damage and osmotic lysis. It is the target of our best antibiotics. L-form strains are wall-deficient derivatives of common bacteria that have been studied for decades. However, they are difficult to generate and typically require growth for many generations on osmotically protective media with antibiotics or enzymes that kill walled forms. Despite their potential importance for understanding antibiotic resistance and pathogenesis, little is known about their basic cell biology or their means of propagation. W e have developed a controllable system for generating L-forms in the highly tractable model bacterium ' Bacillus subtilis. Here, using genome sequencing, we identify a single point mutation that predisposes cells to grow without a wall. W e show that propagation of L-forms does not require the normal FtsZ-dependent division machine but occurs by a remarkable extrusion-resolution mechanism. This novel form of propagation provides insights into how early forms of cellular life may have proliferated.
Binary fission is a widely conserved lnecllanis~n required for the proliferation of allnost all cells. In bacteria, the central protein in cytokinesis is the bacterial tubulin l~on~ologue, FtsZ (filamentous temnperature sensitive protein Z), which forins a ring (the Z-ring) to which other proteins are recruited1. The divisioil machine the~l constricts in parallel with synthesis of a cross wall that matures into the new polar cays ofthe daugl~ter cells2 ( Supplementary Fig, la) , The machine includes enzymes called penicillin-binding proteins, which synthesize peytidoglycan, the major component of the wall3 (Supplementary Fig. lb ). L-form bacteria">%an proliferale but are tllought not to have any wall; they offer an interesting inodel for investigating the details of 2-ring function6, particularly whether constrictioll of the Z-ring requires wall synthesis.
A rapid method for generating L-forms
Existing L-form bacteria are difficult to manipulate7, and lllodern genetic tools such as inducible promoters and green fluorescent protein (GPP) fusions have not been used in them, We therefore developed an approach to reproducibly generate stable U, szrbtilis L-forms, We used strain M96 in which expression of the n~urEop eron, which encodes several enzynles essential for the syilthesis of the precursor of peptidoglycans, is controlled by the xylose inducible pronloter Pat),,. In the presence of inducer, both the growth rate and the sllape of this strain were norinal (Fig, la-c) . 111 the absence of inducer, cell growth was arrested and cells bulged and lysed (Fig, la, d) . As previous wo1.k has sllowil that many shape mutants call be rescued by high concentratioils of A4g2' or osmoprotectants'-", we tested whether these conditions could restore growlh to tile MurE depletioll strain. In the presence of high co~~celltrations of M~~+ , the growth of this strain was restored to a limited extent (Fig, la) , Phase contrast i~~icroscopy of cells incubated in nledi~un containing M~~ ' " and sucrose revealed that lysis was reduced, and large, alnorphoas cells accumulated (Fig, le) that were similar in appearance to cJassically deri~ed~~"~'%nd antibiotic induced L-forms? Tllese cells appeared to have little or 110 wall: wllen squashed befiveen a microscope slide and a cover slip they packed together in a tessellated pattern, showing not only that they had lost their shape but also the rigidity of their envelope (Fig. If) .
Unfortunately, these cells did not undergo sustained proliferation and the cultures were rapidly oveuiui with rod-shaped cells (Fig. lg,  arrowhead) presunlably derived by spoilta~leous nlutations in xylR or YXI,! that resulted in coilstitutive expression of 171zirEin tlle absence of inducer. 13y introducing a second copy of the xylli repressor gene and selection with lligh conce~~trations of penicillin G (PenG, an antibiotic tl~at inhibits cell wall synthesis by inactivatiilg penicillinbinding proteins), occasional colo~lies of p ure L-form-lilie cells were obtained, which could be propagated indefinitely (Metl~ods). The frequency at. which L-forin-like colonies were generated was lower than the rate of forination of ,uylose resistant rod-shaped mutants, which p~-esumal~ly arose by mutation of the Pxyl pi40n10ter or double xyll< mutants. It therefore seeins likely that one or more secoizdary mutations are needed to produce cells that can proliferate in this L-fo'onn-like state.
A strain generated by this metllod (Bs115 sup21) had many of the properties of L-fonns made by classical methods (Fig, 111 , Supplenletltary Results and Discussioi-~)~~'~ Ii~~portatltly, strili~l Bs115 sup21 was about 1,000 tiilles more resistant to PenC than the wildtype strain ( Supplementary Fig. 2) , consistent with the idea that L-forms do not nlalie peptidoglycail (PenG yrobablyhas non-specific toxic effects at very high concentrations). Strain Bs 11 5 sup 2 1 did not rcquire PenG to grow in tllc L-fonn state and, in the absence of PenG and prcseilce of 17zrir.E inducer (xylose), only reverted to rod shape at low frequency. This suggests that at least one of the putative secondary mutations that it had acquired prevents il from innlung cell wall.
A mutation that predisposes for 1-form proliferation
The frequency wit11 which L-fom~s arose suggested that one or two illutatioi~s were needed to generate L-fonns. To test this, we performed shotgun sequencingl%f the complete gellonle of a freshly derived L-fonn strain (Bsl15 sup23), Approxin~ately 700 polyn~orphisn~s were identified by comparison of the sequence to that p~~blished in tlle S~zbtiList database17. O11ly four of these were also found to be different 'institute for Cell and Molecular Biosciences, Newcastle University, Framlington Place, Newcastle Upon Tyne NE2 4HH, UK. 21nstitute for Human Genetics, Newcastle University, International Centre for Life, Central Parkway, Newcastle Upon Tyne NE1 3BZ, UK. Genetically encoded 'photoactivatable' fluorescent proteins (PAFPs) make up a small category of fluorescent proteins1, but are beginning to find uses far and above those of 'normal' fluorescent proteins2. With initially little or no fluorescence within their associated spectral detection window, photoactivatable proteins can be switched on by irradiation with violet light. Thus they are useful for spatially pulse-labeling subpopulations of molecules in cells in complement to photobleaching applications and can provide other useful features such as a high contrast over background in the photoactivated region and circulnvention of fluorescence contributioils from ilewly synthesized, nonactivated PAFPs. PAFPs and photoswitchable dyes also provide probes necessary for high-resolution optical techniques, such as photoactivated localization inicroscopy P PALM)^, fluorescence photoactivated localization microscopy (FPALM)~, stochastic reconstruction microscopy STORM)^, PALM with independent running acquisition (PALMIRA)~ and stroboscopic PALM (SPALM)~, Of particular interest for PALM is the development of monomeric red PAFPS~. Several current variants can be activated into a redemitting protein, but these have limitations for both live-cell confocal imaging and for high-resolution localization techniques. The obligate tetrameric state of red ~a e d e~, KFPl (ref. 10) and EOSFP" fsequently causes abnormal localization and hnction of the tagged proteins. Available monomeric red PAFPs such as ~e n d r a l~, monomeric EosFP (rnEosFP) or tandem dimeric EosFP (tdEosFP) undergo the photoconversion from a green form to a red form, which complicates two-color photoactivation experiments with green PAGFP~~, PSCFP'~ or ~r o n p a '~. It is also often difficult to achieve in cells a complete green-to-red photoconversion, which results in a detectable residual amount of the green species of these PAFPs. The available PArnRFPl (ref. 8) switches from a nonfluorescent to a red fluorescellt protein, but lacks the photon yields required for PALM applications. Reversibly photoswitchable fluorescent proteins rsCherry and rsCherryRev could be used in twocolor experiments with green PAFPs, but have low brightness in their 'on' state, high background fluorescence in their 'off' state and tend to rapidly relax to the dark state after being photoswitcl~ed16.
ARTICLES I
Photoactivatable mCherry for high-resolution two-color fluorescence microscopy
Here we report several irreversibly photoactivatable derivatives of i n~h e r r~~~, named PAmCherry proteins, with excellent photoactivation contrast over background, advanced photostability and high single-molecule brightness conlpatible with PALM imaging.
RESULTS
Development of photoactivatable mCherry variants
We analyzed data on color transitions of red fluorescent proteins to the respective nonfluorescent chromoproteills that had been generated by mutagenesisl and identified the correspoilding crucial amino acid positions on the basis of the mcherry str~cture'~. positionsd spatially close to the cl~romophore, such as 148, 165, 167 and 203 (numbering is in accordance with GFP alignment; Supplementary Pig. 1 online), appear to be inajor nlolecular determinants of
We hypothesized that inutagenesis of 
p hotoconverti ble fluorescent protein
For high-resolution applications that must overcome such problems, fluorescent protein fusions are currently the optimal solution. unfortunately, the existing monomeric plloioactivatable fluorescent proteins (PaFPs) suffer from smaller photon budgets than synthetic dyes, leading to a substantial loss in localization Sean A ~cKinney', Christopher S ~u r p h~~, The development of super-resolution imaging techniques has revolutionized the study of cellular ultrastructure with light microscopy. Photoactivated localization microscopy (PALM', PALMIRA~ and FPALM~), reversible saturable optical fluorescence transitions (RESOLFT)~, stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy STORM)^ and related methodologies, including dualcolor6, live-cell3 and three-dimensional high-resolution imaging7, are among the innovations that have allowed modest fluorescence microscopes to reach far beyond the traditional diffraction limit. These techniques share two critical enabling technologies: highly efficient detectors and fluorescent hrobes that photoswitch or photocor~vert. Such probes allow the detection of single molecules over the background for high-precision localization and the repetitive excitation and selective quenching of subdiffiaction annuli4.
Fluorescent probes can be targeted to biological structures usiilg either labeled antibodies or directly fused fluorescent proteins, Imnluilological fluorescence has the advantage of a larger probe palette from which to choose, including organic dyes. The nunlber of photons obtainable per activation cycle, or photon budget, dictates the precision with which each fluorescent molecule is localized and, together with labeling density and baclzground level, determines a probe's resolving power. Organic dyes, including Cy5 and Cy7, typically feature localization precisions approaching a lower limit of 4 nm5. However, the harsh conditions required for imn~unological fluorescence are undesirable. Furthermore, antibodies are limited in labeling density, often produce high iloilspecific baclzground, are seldoill useful for live-cell imaging E O S F P~P~ ( t d~o s and mEos, respectively) have been engineered, but t d~o s still does not localize accurately in fusions to many standard targets, including tubulin, histones, intermediate filaments and gap junctions (Supplementary Methods and Supplementary Fig. 1 online), and mEos does not mature at 37 "C and can only be successfully used at 30 "C, at which most mammalian cells may exhibit metabolic artifacts. We developed mEos2, an mEosFP variant that folds efficiently at 37 "C and successfully labels targets that are intolerant of fusion to fluorescent protein dimers and tandem dimers. mEos2 preserves the localization precision of tdEos (--10 nm in one dimension) and selves as a traditional green-to-red optical highlighter with maturation kinetics, acid sensitivity, photostability and brightness con~parable or superior to Dendra2 (ref. lo), the only other monomeric highlighter in its class.
We used side-chain grafting to stabilize mEos (wild-type EosFP with V123T and T158H). EosFP is homologous to the green reversibly photoactivatable protein ~ronpa", which is bright, monomeric and matures well at 37 "C. Using protein structural alignment, we selected 20 positions for mutagenesis (Supplementary Table 1 online) and found that three mutations (Nl lK, E70K and H74N) rescuid fluorescence at 37 "C in bacterial colonies. mEos2, containing these three n~utations and the serendipitous mutation H121Y, was a functional green-to-red photoconvertible fluorescent protein at 37 "C ( Supplementary Fig. 2 online) , Modeling details are available in Supplementary Methods. Purified mEos2 exhibited spectral properties, brightness, pKa, photoconversion, contrast and maturation properties nearly identical to those of the earlier EosFP, dimeric EosFP (dEos; T158H) and tdEos (Table 1 and Supplementary Figs, 3-6 online). To examine oligoineric character; we used three techniques: gel filtration, hon~o-fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) l2 and hetero-FRET (Supplementary Figs, 7 and 8 online) . Results suggested that n1Eos2 exhibited more dimeric character than its parent, but subsequent mutagenesis to remove this character proved detrimental in other ways (Supplementary Pig. 9 online),
INTRODUCTION
. Life is a phenomenon emerging from the subtle interplay of physical processes on a molecular scale. Nowadays, these processes are directly observable in single molecule experi~nents, This opens 11x3 door for bottom-up approaches to understand cellular function such as genetic regulation. In this fundanlental biological process transcription factors (TFs) bind in response to environmental or cellular signals to specific DNA regions, tke promoter, thereby triggering or inhibiling the expression of genes, l f mulliplc TFs bind to distinct sites, thus integrating inul tiple signals, the proilloter comprises a cis-regulatory nlodule controlling gene expression through the Boolea11 combination of bound TFs [I ,2] . The input-output behavior attributed to the transcriptional logic gate has been measured for various gcnes [3-61 at constant inducer levels, Because many TFs are present in low copy numbers per cell, however, the regulatory processes are inevitably stochastic, Although there has been intense theoretical [7-141 and cxpcrimental work [15-231 on fluctuations arising from genc expression to explain cell-lo-cell variations, lillle focus has been on the effect of such fluctualio~ls on TF binding [24, 25] . A comlnon fi+amework for cluantifying molecular fluct~~ations in biocllenlical reactions are master ecluatioils [26] . These havc been successfully used for the analysis of gene expression noise by various authors [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] 271 , The inherent nonlinearity arising froin the bimolecular TF-promoter interaction, however, impedes the analysis of the binding reaction with master ecluations substantially because moment-closure PACS number(s): 87.18,-h, 87.1 6.Yc schemes fail, Therefore previous investigations on TFpromoter binding either used rate equatiolls [28] or thermo-' dyilarnic equilibrium ~nodels [1, 29, 30] . Whcn concerning noise in genetic networks, several authors havc used meanfield approximations [8, 10, 19] which are equivalent to a linearization of the system. Although these works have provided grouildbreaking insights into the propagation of noise in genetic cascades, a systematic analysis of this nonlinear stocllaslic system is missing so fitr. This paper presents a detailed ailalysis of a TF-promoter interaction finding and quantifying noise-induced corrections due to tlie nonlinearity of the reactions. For a single binding site we find a negative correction to the mean-field level, while for cis-regulatory n~odules the correction depends nontsivially on the gco~netry of the input function and the correlalioil 01 the TF signals,
SINGLE SITE
We star1 by studying a single site and then extend the model to cis-regulatory modules, The single-site model consists of two reaction steps: First, TFs are synthesized with constant rate I' and degraded proportional to the total n~~n~l~e r of TFs, n, with first-ordcr ratc collstant D. 111 principle, this could also be a reversible activation or dimerization seaction if the anlount of inactive (or n~onomer) TFs can be considered as a reservoir, Second, active TFs reversibly bind to a single promoter site s at sale j'rz and, in turn, dissociate at ratc j-: The meeting focused on the mechanistic details of replication and segregation primarily from well-characterized systems. Because the same basic principles govern chromosome maintenance in all three domains of life, participants encountering parallel processes in distantly-related organisms were stimulated to interact. Another successful aspect of the meeting was the quality of the posters, several of which were chosen for platform presentation and two for special rewards. The organizers Kissten Slcarstad and Erilc Boye deserve praise for their sl<illful organization of the meeting, the highlights of which are discussed below.
A R T I C L E I N F O
A B S T R A C T
1.' Initiation of chromosome replication
Studies on DnaA protein, the initiator of many bacterial replicons, the Escl~erichia coli cl~romosome included, were started some 40 years ago by I<ohiyama and Jacob; they continue still, T, Katayama (Japan) reported a new protein, DiaA (DnaA initiator-associating factor) that, as a tetramer, , interacts with n~ultiple DnaA molecules bound to the replication origin (oriC) and helps it to unwind. The gene for DiaA was identified earlier, as the locus of mutations that suppress the lethal over-replication of dnaAcos mutants at the nonpermissive temperature. Thus, DiaA seems to play a facilitato~y role in replication initiation at the stage of origin opening. I<. Skarstad (Norway) reported a new role -of DnaA in sequestration of hemimethylated DNA * Corresponding authors.
E-mail addresses: aladjemm@rnail,nih.gov (M. Aladjem), chattord@ mail,nih.gov (D.I<. Chattoraj). in vivo. Sequestration is mediated by the SeqA protein that binds to newly replicated hemimethylated DNA and protects it from remethylation. The duration of sequestration is believed to depend on the density of adenine methylation (GATC) sites. The sequestration period is particularly long for E, coli oriC, where the density of GATC sites is 10 times higher than expected for a random DNA sequence. DnaA binding in the ~~eigl~bourl~ood of GATC sites is now shown to extend the sequestration period. Since oriC has a high density" of binding sites for both SeqA and DnaA, the contribution of DnaA to origin seqtlestration is likely to be significant. By keeping the origin in an inactive state, prolonging the sequestration period should help to prevent premature reinitiation. This is a new (and additional) role of DnaA in negative regulation of replication.
Sequestration aside, reinitiation is also delayed by the hydrolysis of DnaA-bound ATP to ADP. Since DnaA-ATP is the active form of the initiator and is also limiting for initiation, reactivation of inactive DnaA-ADP to DnaA-ATP is A surprising example of interspecies competition is the production by certain bacteria of hydrogen peroxide at concentrations that are lethal for others. A case in point is the displacement of Staphylococcus aureus by Streptococcus pneumoniae in the nasopharynx, which is of considerable clinical significance. How it is accomplished, however, has been a great mystery, because Hz02 is a very well known disinfectant whose lethality is largely due to the production of hyperoxides through the abiological Fenton reaction. In this report, we have solved the mystery by showing that H20z at the concentrations typically produced by pneumococci kills lysogenic but not nonlysogenic staphylococci by inducing the SOS response. The SOS response, a stress response to DNA damage, not only invokes DNA repair mechanisms but also induces resident prophages, and the resulting lysis is responsible for Hz02 lethality. Because the vast majority of S, aureus strains are lysogenic, the production of H202 is a very widely effective antistaphylococcal strategy. Pneumococci, however, which are also commonly lysogenic and undergo SOS induction in response to DNA-damaging agents such as mitomycin C, are not SOS-induced on exposure to H202. This is apparently because they are resistant to the DNAdamaging effects of the Fenton reaction. The production of an SOS-inducing signal to activate prophages in neighboring organisms is thus a rather unique competitive strategy, which we suggest may be in widespread use for bacterial interference. However, this strategy has as a by-product the release of active phage, which can potentially spread mobile genetic elements carrying virulence genes.
hydrogen peroxide I SOS response I Staphylococcus aureus I Streptococcus pneumoniae I bacterial interference he interactions alnoilg bacteria living communally are highly T colnplcx and extremely i~ztcrcstitlg-illuminating, as they do, a long-ignored but ncvertllelcss critical aspect of microbial biology. One can raeadily envision interactions such as direct coinpetition for scarce nutrienls, mutual cooperation for the conversion of substrates to utilizable mctnbolitcs, "borrowing" of quorum-scnsing signals, DNA transfer, biofil~n formtition :und miiintenance, and interference or inhikition ~necliated by antibacterial products, inclucliilg bacteriocins, antibiotics, and lowmolecular-weight toxic cornpounds such as 1-1202 (1). In this articlc, wc corlsidcr a spccific casc of I-1202-mcdiatcd bacterial interference, tl~at between pneun~ococci ancl S t u~~I r y k~~o c~~~, s oureus, which, although well documentecl, occurs by a11 entirely il~llcnown n~cchnnism.
Scvcral cpidc~niological studies llavc shown a negativc association between carriage of Sti8e1~tococc~rs pneulnoniuc iiild S. ulirrIL,s (2, 3), raising public heall11 concern that nlass pneumococcal vaccination rllity causc an i~lcrease in S. auirus colonization and infection. As a case in point, it has bccn rcyortcd that cllildre~l with recurrent otitis media vaccinated with the heptavaleilt pneunlococcal vaccine hacl increased i~lcicle~lce of S.
nureus-relatcd acute otitis mcdin and S. nureus colonization (3).
Recent in vitro and in vivo sti~dies have demonstrateci that the interference between these 2 pathogens is related to hydrogen peroxide production by S. pneurnoniur, which is btictericiclal to S. aiircru (4, 5). Similar observalions have been reported lor ccrtnin other pairs of bacteria (6). It is highly intriguing how thc relatively low levels of hydrogen peroxide produced safely by sonlc bactcria arc brictcricidal to othcrs, dcspitc thc rclativc itbundatlce of ~nechanisnls protecting bacterial cells from oxidative damage, such as H202-inactivating enzymes and antiaxidants (7) or DNA lcsion rcpair systems (8).
Mere, we shed light 011 the nlechanisn~ of interference between H202-producing bilctcria and S. uiirous. Wc prcscnt data supporting the idea that prophages Iniiy have a nluch greater role in bacterial ecology than has hitherto been suspected-namely, that killing of tt Iiirgct orginism by "remote control" prophage incluction lnay represent a major rnodality of clireclional bacterial intcrfcrcnce. Wc sl~ow also that lysogenic staphylococci are nzucll more sensitive to DNA-damaging antibiotics, such as fluoroquinolones, than nonlysogens, almost certainly for thc same reason. Given the high prcvcllence of lysogeny, we can now predict that s~nall, SOS-inclucing molecules, produced in the cnvironn~cnt at subinhibitory corlcentrations, nlay have strong selective value iis efiecto~.~ of directional interference.
Results
Hydrogen Peroxide Kills Only Lysogenic S, aureus. Scveral species of blicteriii hi~ve H207-dependent bitctericidal activity toward S. LIU/*~US (4, 0). 1-IOWCVC~, thc ~ncchanisni by which thc rclativcly low levels of H202 produced by these organisms :ire bactericidal to S. ciw'cus remains to be determined. One possibility is that 1-I2O2 procli~ccd by one orgnnisnl induces the SOS rcsponse in a colnpeting (target) organism, lethally activslting resiclent prophngcs in thc lattcr. If so, staphylococcnl lysogens hut not nonlysogens should be sensitive to H202 i t~l~i pneumococci should be inscnsitivc, cvcn tl~ougl~ thcy arc oftcn or always lysogenic. Accordingly, we tested 8 strains of S. u~ireiis, 6 lysogenic, 2 nonlysogenic (RN450 ancl V329), including a. congenic pair in which one (IIN 10350) wiis an SOU lysogen of the other (lZN4SO) ancl a strain procfucing the phage-carried PVL toxin (strain LUG855), Iatcly implicated in serious stapllylococcal i~lfcctions [10; supporting information (SI) Table Sl], We used H202 at 0.5 mM, in the range ordinarily seen with gneumococcal cultures, and observed that all of the lysogenic strains were highly It is generally assumed that stabilizing selection promoting a phenotypic optimum acts to shape variation in quantitative traits across individuals and species. Although gene expression represents an intensively studied molecular phenotype, the extent to which stabilizing selection limits divergence in gene expression remains contentious. In this study, we present a theoretical framework for the study of stabilizing and directional selection using data from between-species divergence of continuous traits. This frarhework, based upon Brownian motion, is analytically tractable and can be used in maximum-likelihood or Bayesian parameter estimation. We apply this model to gene-expression levels in 7 species of Drosophila, and find that gene-expression divergence is substantially curtailed by stabilizing selection. However, we estimate the selective effect, s, of gene-expression change to be very small, approximately equal to Ns for a change of one standard deviation, where N is the effective population size. These findings highlight the power of natural selection to shape phenotype, even when the fitness effects of mutations are in the nearly neutral range.
evolution I nearly neutral I Ornstein-Uhlenbeck I phenotypic optima A bundant evidence indicates that natural selection is reniarltably powerful in shaping ni~cleoticle sequences (1,2). Many tcsts of natural sclectiorl rcly on a colnpnrison bctwccrl nonsynonynious sites, in which mutations itffect protein sec~uence, and synonymous sites, in which muPations do not. Syilonymoils sites servc as a proxy for ricutral sitcs, enabling thc effects of selection to be distirlguished from background tl~utational and demographic patterns. Although changes in gene expression 2u.e hypothcsizcd to play 21 mqjor role in adaptrltion (3, 4), cl~angcs in expression cannot be so easily partitioned into neutral and selectecl categories. Thus, methocls clerivecl to analyze selection in coding scqucnccs cannot bc rcaciily appliccl to gene-cxprcssion data. In part because of this ambiguity, general forces acting on gcnc-expression divergence hrivc rcmaincd unclear. At this ~)oint, i1iel4e exists consic~erable debate over the relative itliportance of selection and riulclon~ drih in shaping gene-expression 1~~~1 s (5-8). The benefits of optimal gene regultttion seen1 in Inany ways obvious, In the simple case of metabolic enzymes, ilnclercxprcssio~l ~niiy slow mctrlbolic flux, wllilc ovcr-cxprcssion rnay expose the cell to additional toxic misl'olded protcins (9). At the morphological level, gene regulation ciiil be lightly couplecl to phcnotypc (10, 11). Genetic mutations whosc cSfccts cascndc into niorphological difkrences arc expectcd to hwc especially large fitness impacts, and as si1c11 will be heavily influenced by natural selcction. A straightforwrzrd cxample of sclcction on gene-expression level can be seen in ribosomal proteins, which contrary to the neutral preclictiotl are fc>urrcl to he highly cxprcsscd across a varicty of orga~lisnls (12) .
In this itrticle, we present 21 ~noclel of gene-expression divergence that explicitly clistinguishes between the forces of ranclonl genetic drift and naturi~l selection, This work is bi~sed upon prior nlocJels of phenotypic trait evolution (13, 14) . Our populittio~i gcnetic nod el is fundnlnentally similar to the Brow~lian ~notiolz nlodel used to describe the random rnovenients of physical particles (15). In both cases, the syslenl is inlpacted by numerous tiny perturbations, in Brownirzn lnotion caused by collision but in thc evolutionary context caused by nlutations that arc fixcd in an evolving popu1;ztion. Owing to the central limit theorem, tile resulting state of the system can be accurately describecl as a nor~n~lly distributed ranclom variable. In the silnplest casc, thc probiibility of fixation of a random lni~tation is assumed to be independent of the current state of the system, and thus movement is not hvorecl in one direction over the other. This scenario corrcsponc~s to sclcctivc neutrality. Howcvcr, a slightly more complex model, describecl by the Ornslein-Uhlenbeck (OU) process, assumes that pertirrbations are more likely to shift the system toward some optimal value than away from it (16). This n~odcl docs wcll to captirrc thc csserlcc of natural selection; mutatioris that proctuce a phenotype closer to some optirnum are Savored over those that procluce a pllenotype farther away.
Here, we analyze gene-expression levels across 7 species of Drosopliil~~ using thc f fitmework proviclccl by the 0 U n~odcl. In the analysis, we compare expression d ivergence between species with estimates of time since their divergence based on sequence data. The pattern at which divergence in gene-expression levels accumulates over tirnc docs much to rcvcrzl thc undcrlying forccs of selection iind drift. Using only species-level data, we find that stabilizing selection plays a major role in li~niting divergence of gcnc-expression lcvcl. Wc also quantify thc dcgl-ee of selcction and drift for specific gencs, which illuniinatcs the relationship between chzinges in gene sequence and changes in gene expression. Finally, we reconstruct the fitness lanclscape of genecxprcssion level, and find that aIthough natural selectio~l is pervasive in sh~ysing gene expression, t lze individual fitness effects of changes in gene expression are rather weak.
Modeling Expression Divergence
Analogy to Brownian Motion, Here we apply inociels of Brownian niotion to cicscribc the varirzncc in gcnc-expressior~ level bctwcen orthologous genes as a fi~rlction of the time separating these orthologs (13, 14) . Brownian motion, also k~lown the Wiener process, rcprcsents one of simplest continuous-timc, continuousstatc stochastic proccsscs. In a Urowllian motion, thc dcgrec of stochastic c11~11igc away from the current state is independent of both state and time. Tlle increinellt that a Brownian motion nlaltes cwcr a tinlc intcrvnl of lc~lgth 1 is normally distributed with nie;ln O and variance a?, The "volatility" parameter a completely describes the Brownian motion ant1 determines the ratc at which a trait's valuc diffuscs away from its current statc. In an evolutionary context, u describes that rate of "plietlotypic cxperienccd by ,yi gene. Our use of tlie term drift difhrs Ile classic usage, wherein clrift refers to a systematic trencl evolution of a IUrownian motion, Gcrlcs in which cxprcs- 
U imaging tecllniqucs of imagillg with a
The time ~~eedecl to image Fig. 2A arrow 1, whereas the labels in the cluster at ilrrow 2 appear Superresolution techniques surpass the cliffraction limit in op-blurred and cannot be distinguished as inciividuiil labels, it~di-tical microscopy (3-6), but despite rcccnt advances, thesc nlcthcating that clustcr 2 is out of thc vcrtical planc of focus. Thc ods are still restrictect to spatial resolutions >lo-20 nnl. Further, observation of' circular clusters of labels at different vertical their optimal performance requires extended inlaging times, ancl positions in thc ccll indicates that the labcls wcrc internalized.
significallt data postprocessing, Tllc speed can ollly incrci,scd CircuIiir clusters were not found in cells that were fixed after S iit the cost of resolution, mi11 of incubation, whcrc labcls occurred individually, or in small Here, we describe a direct technique for imaging whole cells qroups of 2 -9 liibels (see Fig. 2A itnd Figs. S1-S4 ). The in liquid that offers r~ano~neter spatial resolution ancl a high ilustering of the EGF receptors and internalization of the labels imaging spcccl. Thc principle is cxplaincd in Pig. I. The eukaryis consistent with the known behavior of EGF-activation of EGF otic cells in liquid are placed in a microl'luidic flow cell with a receptors, which cluster as internalized endosomes upon recepthickness of up to 10 pnl containecl between 2 ultrathin electron tor activation (10). These images showed less contrast of the gold transparent windows. This flow ccll is placcd in thc vncuunl of labels than in Fig, 2A . The detector semiangle was increased to a STEM, using ii Fluici specimen holder. The :innuliir dart< field 94 mrad to optimize the visibility of the labels. In this case, a (ADF) cletector in the STEM is sensitive to scattered electrons, fraction of 0.37 of the electron beam was scattered into the which itre gcncr:~tcd in proportion to thc atomic number (Z) of detector, the atoms in the specimen (7, 8), so-ctillcd Z contri~st, where tlle After STEM imaging, the flow cell used for Fig. 2A was contrast vnries with =Z2, It is ttlils possible to imnge specific opened and inspected for the presence of liquid, which was verified visually. The sample was then dried in air and imaged high2 atoms, such as gold, i~lsidc a thick (several micmmcter) in the STEM (Fig, 2C) , The fraction of electrons scattered into layer of low-Z nli~terial, such as water, protein, or the enlbedding mrdiu~n of a thin section (9). We used this i~pproach to raster image single golcl-tagged cpiclermal growth frictor (EGF) molecules bound to cellular EGF receptors on fibroblitst cells with a spatial resolution of 4 11111 ancl il pixel dwell time ol' 20 WS.
Results
COS7 fibroblast cclls were labeled with 10-nnl gold llanoparticles conjugated with epidermi~l growth factor (EGF-Au). 'fhe cells were grown, labeled, and fixecl directly on the silicon nitride windows, Fig. 2A shows thc ccigc of a cell that was incubated for Cells in isogenic populations may differ substantially in their molecular make up because of the stochastic nature of molecular processes. Stochastic bursts in process activity have a great potential for generating molecular noise. They are characterized by (short) periods of high process activity followed by (long) periods of process silence causing different cells to experience activity periods varying in size, duration, and timing. We present an analytically solvable model of bursts in molecular networks, originally developed for the analysis of telecommunication networks. We define general measures for model-independent characterization of bursts (burst size, significance, and duration) from stochastic time series. Inspired by the discovery of bursts in mRNA and protein production by others, we use those indices to investigate the role of stochastic motion of motor proteins along biopolymer chains in determining burst properties. Collisions between neighboring motor proteins can attenuate bursts introduced at the initiation site on the chain. Pausing of motor proteins can give rise to bursts. We investigate how these effects are modulated by the length of the biopolymer chain and the kinetic properties of motion. We discuss the consequences of those results for transcription and translation.
bursts I interrupted Poisson process I transcriptional pausing 1 waiting times T he stochasticity of molecular processes contributes to heterogeneity in populations of isogenic cells. Cellular heterogeneity is manifested by differences in the copy numbers of molecules anel in thc timing and ciurntion of processes. Kcccnt ncivances in single-cell measurement hwe fitcilitated the cluantification of stochastic phenomena (1-4) (reviewccl iu refs. 5 and 6). Together with nlodels and theory much insight has been obtiiined into the sources of noise and how particulal-tletwork clesigns contribute to noise suppressio~l and amplification (7-10).
Stochi~sticity of gene exl~ression has been described by ciistributiom of niacromolec~ilcs in a populr~tion of cells (1, 2). Whethcr averaging over a population captures the entire spectrum of' molecular fluctuations a particular cell experiences over one generation, dcpe~~cls on ~nagrlitudcs and rntcs ol'fluctu:~tions. If tllcsc ttrc slow bul high in amplitucle, the requirecl averaging cluration may cxtcnd ovcr a generation sprzn (I I). Thcn, a singlc ccll l-rlriy not cvcn be able to reitch protein states accessible to othcr members, thus rendering cell-cell protein levcl distribiltions u ni~lforn~ative with respect to behavior of genetic circuits (12). In such ciiscs, waiting times for inclividual birth and cleat11 events need to be monitored to asscss physiological constraints on a singlc-ccll Icvcl. This stoch:istic niiture ofwaiting tinles will be our focus. Little an~tlytical theory hiis been clevcloped to dcal with this phcrlon~cnon clcspitc its rc1cv:vance for single-cell belzavior.
The waiting times in a first-order process with rate coilsta~li lc follow an exponential distribution; the mean waiting titile between events and its stanclarcl deviation are equal to lllc. The waiting time for an cvent is no longcr exponentially distributccl if it is regulated by another process. This nlechallisn~ underlies bursts in synthetic activity. Thc intcrruptcd Poisson proccss (IPP) was introduced to study bursts in queuing ii11d telecomrnunicitlion theory (13). 111 an LPP, a stochastic switch modulates a process with cxpoilentially distributccl waiting times. Dcpcnding on thc time scalc separation between the process ancl the switch, multiple timescales may appear in wditing tinles i'or production events.
Bursts hiive received ample iittention in the biophysics literature (5, 10, 14-17). These studies tend to focus prccloniiriantly on the protein number clistributions, but clo not analyze the distributions for cvniting times in much deptl~. We show lhut SLICII stlitistics iire relevant for burst charrlcterizittion ancl tile ~nolecular mechitnisms giving rise to bursts.
Bursts have been experinlentally observed for synthesis of nlRNA ancl protein (3, 4, (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) . They are charncterizecl by rapicl ~~rocluctions of ;t number of nlliNA or protein lnolecules during short ti~nc intcrv~~ls. Periods of synthetic silcncc occur bctwccn bursts. Bursts may give rise to significant ciisturba~lces of cellular physiology clepending on burst size and the clura tion of synthetic silence and activity. Even though the benefit of bursts needs to be analyzed fi~rthcr, they coulcl bc bcncficial for cells living in rapidly fluctuating environments (23). Bursts may give rise lo a bimodal distribution of protein expression across cell pop~rlations (24). Thereby, 2 subpopulations could emerge having ciifferent adaptive potentials.
We apply the analytical theory of IPPs to a molecular nlechallisn~ for bursts. To iclentify ancl characterize bursts we derive 3 new indices: burst size, duration, and significance. We denlollstrate how motor protcin trafficking along bi~polyn~cr chains (such 21s mRNA polyn~erase and DNA polymerase along DNA, ribosoines along mRNA, ancl cargo-carrying dynein along microtubuli) can generate bursts depending on the length of the biopolymer and stochnsticity of initiation ancl motion. We show that motor protcins can gcncrate bursts by pairsing or by lnclnory of initiation bursts, Analytical Expression of the Waiting Time Distribution ln this scction, wc study a small network to gain insight into burst-generating inechanisins. This will allow us to dcrive gc~leral indices for ihe characterization of burst properties. These indices will be applied to characterize biologicr~l mechanisms. Tlic nctwork consists of :i sourcc switching bctwccn an i~lactivc Ol;F and an activc ON state according to a Poisson process (Fig.  U) , OF17a11d ON periods are defined on the level of the switch (see refs. 15 irnd 17 the discussion of n~echanisms giving rise to gcnctic switcl~cs). I11 the active statc, production of P, c.g., mRNA or protcin, occurs at exponentially distributccl intervals of length = I/IC~,,~. The average ON period lasts for Tc,,, = l/ksTv. Productioll pcriods are interrup tecl by tritn~it ions to the Ol?Ii state, Etrch n~t e constant corresponds to thc i~~vcrsc of the rrlean first passage time for n complci I<inctic mechanism. We assume that it follows iln exponential waiting tinie distribution. 1 Bacterial flagellar motor.
Clarendon Laboratory, Department of Physics, University of Oxford, Oxford, UK.
The bacterial flagellar motor Is a reverslble rotary nano-machine, about 45 nm i n dlameter, embedded i n the bacterial cell envelope. I t Is powered by the flux of H+ or Na+ Ions across the cytoplasmic membrane driven by an electrochemical gradient, the proton-motive force o r the sodium-motive force. Each motor rotates a helical fllament a t several hundreds of revolutions per second (hertz). I n many species, the motor switches direction stochastically, with the switching rates controlled by a network of sensory and slgnaliing proteins. Detailed structural investlgations on living cells are problematic because existing structural methods cannot reach high resolutions on non-reproducible objects. Illumination wlth an ultrashort and extremely bright X-ray pulse can outrun key damage processes over a very short period. This can be exploited to extend the diffraction signal to the highest possible resolutlon in flash diffraction experiments.
Here we present an analysis of the interaction of a very Intense and very short X-ray pulse wlth a living cell, using a non-equilibrium population kinetics plasma code with radiation transfer. Each element in the evolving plasma is modeled by numerous states to monitor changes In the atomic populatlons as a function of pulse length, wavelength, and fluence. The model treats photoionization, impact ionization, Auger decay, recombination, and inverse bremsstrahlung by solvlng rate equations in a self-consistent manner and describes hydrodynamic expansion through the ion sound speed. The results show that subnanometer resolutions could be reached on micron-slzed cells in a dlffractlon-llmlted geometry at wavelengths between 0.75 and 1.5 nm and at fluences of 1011-1012 photons mum-2 in less than 10 fs. Subnanometer resolutions could also be achieved with harder X-rays at higher fluences. We discuss experimental and computational strategies to obtain depth information about the object in flash diffraction experiments. Subnanometer-scale measurements of the interaction of ultrafast sofl x-ray free-electron-laser pul! [Phys Rev ktt. 20071 Review Recent progress in ultrafast X-rav diffraction.
[Chemphyschem. 20061 Review Advances in biological structure, function, and physiology using synchrotron X-ray in [Annu Rev Physiol, 20081 )) See Reviews. .. I )) See All ... T lie ability of cells and tissues to by binding the cytoslteletal protein talin, which respond to mecl~anical force is centsal binds actin directly, as well as by reci-uiting tlie to niaiiy aspects of biology. Areas re-cytoslcclctal protein vinculin, which also binds levant to l~uinan physiology and disease actin (9). Because every coinpoilent in this include development and mail1 tenance of chain experiences tension, each one is in princibone, blood vessels, and int~scles; regulation ple a potential inechanot~a~~sducel: of blood pressure; motility of cells; and regulation of cell proliferation (I), Mcclianose~~sitive adhesions mediated by ~ncmbrane proteiiis called iiitegrins are believed to underlie a nuli~ber of these behaviors (2). Forces applied either by the cells' own cytoslteleton or froin external sources induce strengthening of these adhesions and trigger a variety of intracellular signals through these effects. Two papers in this issue, one by Friedland et al. on page 642 (3) and the other by del Rio eta[ on page. 638 (4), increase ow understallding of tlie molecular basis for tllesc plieiiomena.
Current models for mechano transductioil generally involve alterations in protein conforination by forces (1, 5). S tretcli-activated inembralie cliannels, present in cells froin all organisms that have been cxanlined, undcrgo confonnational transitions ill response to cliangcs in inenibrane tension. For cytoslceletal and exti*acellular matrix proteins that forill linear i~olvnlers. tension is t l~o u~l~t Through changes in protein conformation and interactions, cells sense and respond to forces at their point of attachment to extracellular matrix. . . ' 
Talin
The best-defined response of integrindependent cell adhesions to tension is reinforceinent of the adliesioi~s to resist the applied force (2). Tliesc responses occur over several time scales, Over tens of seconds, vinculin is 1-ecruited to snlall adhesions, most lilcely witllout recruitment of additional integri~is
(1 0). Over a few iiinutes, adhesions grow larger and lcngthen in thc direction of the applied force ( I l ) , which appears to involve recruitlnent of additioi~al integrins, Indeed, application of force by stretching elastic substrata triggers conversion of unoccupied, low-affinity i~ite-grins to a high-affinity state, which induces new binding to the extracell~llar matrix (12). These reinforce~nent nlecllai~isms inay also mediate changes in clownstreanl signaling. Indeed, the activity of focal adhesion ltiiiase (FAI'), a tylosine ltinase that tsansduces nlultiple signals from integrins, req~~ires actinand n~yosin-dependent te~~sion (1 3).
Friedland et 01. provide evicle~lce that tlie major fibronectin-binding iiltegrin, a,P,, undergoes a force-dependent coiifoiniational transition. This conclusion is based on the ability of iiltegrin a,P, to be cheinically cross-linked to fibroiiectin. Force is required for coiiversion of the bond fi'o~n a ~io~l-~ross-lii~lcable to I * -to cause partial or coinplete uilfoldiiig of a cross-linkable state, suggesting a do~iiains, exl~osing new binding sites or change in pro&iniity of ltey residues. other n~o t i k .
Tlie extracellular inatrix
2
Integrin a5PI binds to two sites in protein fibrol~ectin is the best-studied fibronectin: an Arg-Gly-Asp (RGD) example. Fibsonectin requises tension to secl~lence iu the 10th type I11 repeat and asseinble into fibrils (6, 7), and fluoresa secondary (so-called) synergy site in cellce resonance energy transfer measthe 9th repeat (7) (see the figure) . ureillents showed tliat fibroilectin in fibFsiedlancS et al, also sl~ow that coiiverrils is in an extendecl state (8). Stretcliing sion to the cross-linltable state requires fib.ronectia exposes a cryptic billding site the synergy site and that tliese events in the first type 111 domaill, 1.eading to correlate wit11 pliospliorylatioiz (thus, associations between fibronectii~ proactivation) of FAK. Tlie picture that teins that promote fibril for~nation (6).
Force mechanics, At points of cell attachment to extracellular einerges fioin these results is that initial
Ilitegiii~s are one link in a colulection matrix, when tension is low, i ntegrin a5P, binds to the RGD low-tension binding of integriil a5& to that runs from extracellular matrix pro-Sequence in fibronecfin. The cytoplasmic domain of integrin fibronectin involves association of teillS as fibronectill across tllc is associated with talin, but most vinculin binding sites on talin are tlie illtogrin with tho RGD seqcnce, plasma membrane to the actin cytoslcele-i"accessib'e. Increased tension triggers conformational changes which under force coilverts to a higherin the integrin, talin, and fi bronectin. 
